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This document outlines the mechanics of how the experiment with Spoken Announcements will be 

conducted.   The goal is to allow individuals to give short announcements at the start of Sunday Services 

in a structured and carefully timed manner.   At the center of the proposal is the Announcements 

Facilitator who acts as the gate keeper for announcements and insures that the process is rigorously 

followed.   

Sunday Morning Schedule: 

Sunday announcements are run on a very tight schedule as follows: 

10:20am Those wishing to make a spoken announcement assemble in the southeast corner of the 

sanctuary (by the front window) to meet with the Announcements Facilitator.  The 

facilitator will review the messages and assign the speaking order.  The speakers will then 

line-up behind the pulpit.  

 If there are more than four speakers, some speakers will be turned away, see “Candidates 

for Spoken Announcements” below. 

10:30am The first speaker steps forward to the pulpit, says “Good Morning” and gives her 

announcement.   As soon as she is finished, she steps to her left and moves to the back of 

the chancel, the next speaker steps forward to make his announcement.   Time is short, 

don’t waste it, speakers must be ready to step up and make their statements. 

10:32am The last speaker finishes his statement, and all speakers leave the chancel for their seats.  

Those leading the Ingathering Music will come forward and start the worship phase of the 

service.   

This sequence has been constructed to minimize time spent moving about on the chancel.  Extra 

movement takes time away from the statements and can distract the community from the statement.  

Candidates for Spoken Announcements: 

A spoken announcement has three parts. The speaker: 

1. States his or her name 

2. Identifies the activity 

3. Delivers the message – skits, signs, and props are allowed  

All three parts combined must not exceed 20 seconds.   This will allow for four spoken messages each 

Sunday morning.    

Criteria for selecting who gets to speak are as follows: 

 You have an item published in the Order of Service.   Items are submitted for the Order of 

Service by e-mailing them to the UUFRC Office Administrator the Wednesday before the service.  
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 You have a written statement for your announcement and can demonstrate that it can be 

delivered in 20 seconds.  Practice at home with a timer.   

 The announcement must pertain to the UUFRC community. 

 Priority is given to immediate upcoming activities. 

Assignment of slots and the order of speaking are solely at the discretion of the Announcements 

Facilitator.   If there are more than four people requesting a speaking slot, some will be turned away.  

 

Who to Contact: 

 

Announcement Facilitator: Allen Perry (phreeps@pacbell.net)   

Backup Facilitator:  John Cooney  (JohnCooney650@gmail.com)  

Order of Service:  Debra Schawb 

     Office Administrator (office@uufrc.org) 

General Questions:  John M. Cooney 

     President, Board of Trustees (board@uufrc.org)  
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